proper,
Alaska can not
consume its own large output
of oil,
products, or fish.
which drive
an economy but are governed primarily by outside
demand or investment are termed 'basic' or
while those
respond to
are called
or 'endogenous'
industries. Because basic industries by definition are
forces external to the economy being
modeled, most model structures require that basic
be supplied externally.
projections
and stored for
be calculated
the model or
other models.

relationships and
these trends and
Essentially,
set of
about the future.
in mathematical
allow

Several

through
and test, the
equations begin to
variables are dropped and more
are added.
emerge, further
statistical procedures are utilized to approximate the
effect
each variable on its equation.
For example, the hiring of ten new pipeline workers
in transportation,
cause one new job
three new jobs openings in retail
and perhaps two
new
in contract construction.

constant
Multiple r<>r•rO<OC
influence
one series upon
among
many others there are
tests to compare estimates
with

The
accuracy of econometric equations is usually
judged in the following way.
equations are run
from points in the more distant past to points in
the less distant past and a set of 'projections' results.
'projections' are compared with
actual data
from that
and a measure of the error of
estimate can be computed.
The causes of
non-random errors are studied, corrections are made
and retests carries out until a close fit of estimate
to historic value is obtained.

measure
computing labor force employment, a measure
employed people counted where
While time series are
structure is
and

a set of equations has been built up to translate
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benefit derived from gaining a
of
the
Alaska
economy
underestimated.

the
of June,
rose about 3
percent, followed by an increase of only 2 percent
in Ju
As in the past months, the Trans-Alaska
in employment in this
Pipeline still is a major
industry.
hires are still being accepted by
contractors
the
however, they are
positions rather
being used to fill
than as
manpower for the

As a brief synopsis of our research,
is very young and vital.
continue to claim an
expanding economy, and this
about a reduction in Alaska's
of seasonality.

With an increase of 18 percent in
the number of employed, the manufacturing industry
was the most active industry during the month of
A major portion of this growth was in the food
which experienced an increase in
percent when compared to the
month~ Th!s
jump in employment in
this industry is typical for this time of year as many
canneries take on a large number of workers in
anticipation of the fishing season and the heavy work
load experienced as the catch is brought in.

Note:

Department of Labor; P.
Juneau, 99811.

ALASKA LABOR MARKET IN
Employment-Unemployment: The unemployment
rate for July dropped sharply from the June rate of
9.5 percent to 7.8 percent.
This marked
improvement in the July unemployment rate was the
result of a combination of
seasonal
trends, and
Canneries in July continued to hire more employees
to help process the much improved salmon catch in
southcentral and western Alaska.
many of
the students who entered the labor market in May
or June have either found employment or have
dropped out of the labor force. As a result of the
oil pipeline, many
anticipated completion of
people from outside Alaska have decided against
coming to the state to seek employment. These
factors have come together to increase total
employment while actually
the total number
of people in
ian
Mining:
In contrast to
atypical increase in
employment experienced during the month of June,
employment in the mining industry during July
returned to a more normal seasonal pattern with a
decrease of 2 percent in the number of those
employed.
Construction: The rate of growth of employment
in the construction industry has definitely turned the
corner during the past months of June and July. In

transportation industry during
in employment of 5
percent.
Trucking and water transportation
continued to show employment levels below that of
one year ago, however, they did experience moderate
gains in employment during the month of July. The
"other" industry category which includes firms in the
communications field
to experience
moderate gains in employment and is the only sector
in this industry which is experiencing employment
gains over one year ago.
Trade:
The trade industry showed an atypical
movement in employment during the month of July
experiencing a one percent decline in employment.
Employment declines were experienced in general
merchandise and apparel, and "other" retail trade
stores which include gift shops and souvenir stores.
Food stores and eating and drinking establishments
remained relatively stable with little or no change
over the previous month.
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate: This industry
experienced a 4 percent decline in employment from
June to July. Employment in the banking sector
remained relatively stable, however, the number of
employed in the insurance and real estate sectors of
this industry did experience a moderate drop in
employment.
Services and Miscellaneous: Employment gains in
this industry leveled out during the month of July
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